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Edi tori al
THE CURRENT NUMBER

It was with some regret that we were unable to publish a separate autumn
number of the Calendar, but as anticipated in the summer issue, circumstances
did not permit. This present publication covers the period since the last issue,
and embodies the autumn and winter numbers, but no extra charge is being
made. Subscribers will still receive four issues for their annual subscription.
In my last editorial suggestions were invited on possible changes in policy.
Most people appear to desire no radical change, but wish to maintain a full
concentration on our own activities and collections. Others would admit the
occasional general article from an outside source to widen the interest. It is
fairly obvious that if this is done such contributions must have a fairly local
interest.
Several new selling centres for the Calendar have now been established in
and around the city, as a result of discussions on the last editorial. Our
magazine will now be seen by more people, and we might reasonably hope to
increase the circulation. If this does happen we shall probably be able to
maintain our present standard at the current price.
It is true to say that the success of a magazine is often made or marred by
its cover. We have always felt that the old cover had a certain dignity, but
perhaps it was lacking in direct visual appeal. The new cover which contains
this number has been specially designed by Miss Katherine M. Fryer, who is
a native of Leeds, though now working in Birmingham. This was chosen from
several designs based on Temple Newsam House. What we sought was not an
architectural drawing but a pleasing design which expressed something of the
atmosphere and character of the house. Several viewpoints were chosen, but
not until this one was selected did anything of the spirit of the place begin to
emerge. From the roof of the north wing with almost a bird'-eye view of the
courtyard, the artist was able to include the great porch, the bell-tower, and
to make a feature of the lettering around the parapet. These are features
which contribute so much to the character of the building, and by this broad
treatment capture something of the spirit of Temple Newsam.
The Visua1 Arts in Yorkshire
Since our last issue a booklet under the title of 7he Visual Arts in Jorkshire
has been compiled and published by the Regional Office of the Arts Council.
We should like to bring this admirable publication to the notice of all our

readers, to whom we are sure it will prove to be an invaluable document for
survey of Art Galleries,
easy reference. It contains a most comprehensive
Page 3
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Art Museums, Art Centres, Art Clubs, Groups and Societies, as well as Art
Schools, Colleges and University art activities. In addition to the generous
amount of current information, there are brief historical surveys which reveal
a great deal about the growth of art activities in the county. This book
supplies a wealth of information which is essential to all who are in any way
interested in art in Yorkshire.

Art Appreciation

in Yorkshire

Another venture of the Arts Council Regional Office was a conference at
York when representatives of Art Galleries, Clubs, Colleges, Societies and
Groups met to review work being done by the various organizations and to
discuss possibilities for closer co-ordination of activities. This was an interesting
occasion for almost five hundred people representing all kinds of art interests
in all parts of the county attended. Whilst no attempt was made by the Arts
Council to impose itself as an organizing medium there were many who were
prepared to suggest closer co-operation for these many and varied activities.
Happily no action was taken in this direction. The arts, like so many other
aspects of life to-day, tend to become over-organized.
A certain unity of effort is necessary in order to achieve recognition for the
arts, and in this way the Arts Council has provided an extremely valuable
medium for encouraging artists and getting art to the people. But a real
danger lies ahead if we attempt to lay down a pattern either for practice or
appreciation. The dreadful warning has been sounded in those totalitarian
communities where the practice of art has been subordinated to propaganda
for a political creed, and where public approbation of the literal interpretation
of an ideology has become a substitute for art appreciation.
A work of art is the personal expression of an individual, it is not the work
of a school or a group. Great artists do not conform to set patterns but create
new ones. If we are to encourage creative effort we should offer it freedom
and not restrict it by organization.
There are many small clubs and groups in the county each with its own
of outlook, and its own contribution to make. One rather
individuality
surprising outcome of the York conference was the obvious desire by many of
Surely this
these groups to merge themselves into one large organization.
indicates either that the groups concerned are prepared to forfeit their
individuality, or, not having any personal contribution to make, seek inspiration
in wider fields. One would deprecate such action in the first case, but in the
second it might be better that it did not exist at all than that its members
should be prepared to accept any ideal laid down for them in a larger
organization.
To turn from the practice of art to public appreciation the danger here is
perhaps even greater. We are all victims of fashion, and the fashion in art
Far more people see
to-day is largely created by circulating exhibitions,
paCe 5
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temporary exhibitions than visit the great public collections. Although the
exhibitions put out by the Arts Council are varied in character, they are
naturally limited in their scope. Not all exhibitions can consist of masterpieces or even contain them. In the main the exhibition should be regarded
as the introduction to a particular aspect of art and not the last word about
what one should like to-day. Visiting exhibitions has become a fashionable
hobby, but to have seen all the latest art shows gives no more claim to artistic
appreciation than to have read the reviews of the popular books of the moment
is a guarantee of sound literary taste. The only sound foundation for real
appreciation is a profound study of the great masterpieces. These establish
a standard of judgment from which one's personal taste can be developed.
It is better, therefore, to regard the exhibition as an inspiration to appreciation,
and as a means of widening one's visual experience, than to mildly accept it
as an indication of what one should like.

LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
JOINT PUBLISHERS OF THE

ARTS CALENDAR
with the

LIBRARIES AND

ARTS (ART GALLERY AND

TEMPLE NEWSAM

HOUSEl

SUB-COMMITTEE

The Fund was founded in I 9 I I to raise money for the purchase of works
of art for the Leeds Art Gallery. Works of all kinds are now acquired for the

Art Gallery and Temple Newsam.
More than ever before the Fund is taking an important part in the social
activities of these two great institutions.
Its secondary endeavour is to bring
together people who are interested in the arts.
Excursions are organised during th«summer
to places of interest in
Yorkshire. Two soirctes have now been h«ld at Temple Newsam and it is
hoped that this will become an annual event. Invitations are sent to all
members for opening, private views and other functions, at the Art Gallery
and Temple Newsam.
The Leedk Art Calendar is sent free to all subscribers of one guinea per year.
Membership is open to all who wish to becom«associatetl with this society
ol'ri«nds ol'he Art Gall«ry and Temple Nevvsam. The minimum annual
subscription is one guinea.
Why not send
The Hon. Treasurer,

a kubkcription

MR EDMUND ARNOLD~
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Autumn

and Winter Review
Some Recent Acquisitions

FURNITURE

It

was an unhappy circumstance that made possible the recent acquisition
of some fine pieces of furniture for Temple Newsam House. The break-up of
the collection at Boynton Hall, near Bridlington, marks the passing of yet
another of our important country houses. This historic dwelling founded by
one of Cabot's commanders, which sheltered Queen Henrietta Maria, and was
the home of twelve generations of Stricklands in direct line, is now unoccupied
for the first time in four hundred years. The major portion of the collection
of furniture and works of art, built up over four centuries, suffered the ignominy
of public auction and thereby ceased its existence as one of those historic
accumulations which illustrate so vividly the taste and pattern of our national

life.

The responsibility for the care of such treasures is rapidly shifting from the
individual to the state and the municipality.
It is our duty, whenever possible,
to salvage and preserve such important pieces as we can in order that they
remain to tell their story of our national achievements in the fields of art and
craftsmanship. This is particularly true, so far as Temple Newsam is concerned,
when such pieces have a long association with the county.
Two of the more important items which we secured were the mahogany
side table, and the wine urn and sideboard pedestal, both attributed to Vile
and Cobb. The table has a plain mahogany top, the carved frieze of conjoining
scrolls is beautifully proportioned,
and the tapering legs are enriched with
acanthus and garrya pendants.
The pedestal, which is en suite, has similar
decorations and the wine cooler urn surmounting it achieves a most unusual
grace and simplicity through the diagonal flutings. It is believed that these
two pieces were made for Sir George Strickland by the famous firm of William
Vile and John Cobb which flourished in London between ?7go and r778.
In a notebook belonging to Sir George there is an entry of March 4th, i 767,
of payment to Mr. Cobb of 2gi i7s. od. It might reasonably be assumed
that these were two of a number of pieces bought by him at that time. He was
obviously furnishing at that period because the next entry is to Mr. Chippendale
an amount of gi6 7s. od. The Chippendale pieces were not sold.
Another purchase from the Boynton sale was a pair of carved wood and gilt
side tables which date from the first quarter of the i 8th century. It was at this
time that William Kent, who was born in Bridlington, was friendly with the
then owner of Boynton. Although we hesitate to ascribe these tables to the great
artist-designer, it is just possible that he may have been responsible for them.
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The frame surrounding the painting by Casteels, also acquired, can be
ascribed to him with certainty because it conforms in detail with a drawing
which he made for Sir William Strickland.
The other piece bought from this sale was a large wall mirror with a papiermache frame. This t8th century craft of using papier-mache to imitate
carved wood is not otherwise represented in our collection.
Also illustrated in this number is one of a pair of gilt framed mirrors bought
some months ago in Scotland. They were originally made for Balgownie
House, Old Aberdeen, and were later at Rothiemay Castle. They appear to
date from about t gag —6o, and are in the Chinese manner adopted by Thomas
Chippendale.

PICTURES AND SCULPTURE
The painting by Pieter Casteels (i684—tyg9), already mentioned as one of
our purchases from Boynton Hall, adds to our collection a fine example of
This colourful and decorative canvas was
early t 8th century painting.
probably bought direct from the artist by Sir William Strickland. Casteels,
though born in Antwerp and a strict adherent to the style of the later t7th
century Dutch decorative painters, came to live in London in t7o8 and
remained here most of his life. It is an excellent illustration of the strong
classical influence which so changed the style of Dutch still-life painting during
the latter part of the t 7th century. The carefully painted group of dead game
and flowers, which is characteristic of so much earlier Dutch painting, is set
in an idealised landscape with classical buildings.
Of the contemporary paintings recently acquired is a beautiful composition,
Guitar and Girl's Head 19', by Ben Nicholson. Few artists to-day can surpass
Nicholson as a decorative artist. His subtle variations of colour and texture,
of shapes and lines, are always completely
and his skilful arrangement
satisfying. An artist with such a rare sense of decoration can scarcely allow
himself to be influenced by the realistic portrayal of objects. They serve only
to provide him with shapes and new ideas, and these abstractions are without
doubt amongst the most sensitive plastic productions of our day. The only
other example in our collection is a more geometrical composition of later date.
Jacob Kramer's severe but monumental Portrait of a Lady in a Red Dress has
been given by Mr. B. A. Beach. The strong, clearly defined forms are
characteristic of the best productions of this painter.
Stanley Spencer is already represented in our collection by six canvasses.
He is one of the few contemporary British artists on whom we have concentrated
in order to obtain characteristic examples of all aspects of his work. The
recently acquired Gardening is different from his other paintings because of his
concentration on the fascinating pattern made by the straw hats.
Page
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A number of small paintings and drawings by Igth century artists, together
with a small collection of art books have been presented by Major A. D.
Middleton.
One painting from this collection Fishergirl in Black Shawl by
G. Henri is the gift of Mrs. Henry Middleton.
During the last few years very little sculpture has been added to our
collection though we are really in need of important pieces for the Art Gallery.
Two bronze heads by Jacob Epstein, which have been on loan to us for the
last two years, have now been permanently acquired for the gallery. They are
Lydia Laughing and Rose. It is generally accepted that Epstein's finest works
are the bronzes, and though we cannot claim to have one of his major
productions, he is now well represented by five heads of varying style and

character.
Libero Andreotti
work was produced

in this country as a sculptor. Most of his
in Italy before the war. The bronze portrait head of
Donna Aquaria Ghiapelli which has been on exhibition at the Art Gallery for some
time has now been bought for the collection. It is a most sensitive and delicate
piece of modelling.
is little known
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A wood carving by Austin Wright was bought from his recent exhibition
at the York Art Gallery. This interesting carver has shown his work only on
rare occasions in open exhibitions, mainly in Yorkshire. His style, though
highly personal and untrammelled
by outside influences, is near to that of
reason
for
this
is
not because of any attempt on his part
Moore.
The
Henry
both
these
artists are striving for a similar goal.
imitate
but
because
to
Moore,
them
both
of
medium
is
to
The
primary importance and any similarity of
treatment is purely coincidental. Wright is by no means a mature artist yet
but the work we have bought is worthy company for any exhibition of
contemporary sculpture.

Some Recent Exhibitions
CHILDREN'S ART
The second exhibition of Children's Art organized by the Sunday Pictorial
to be held in Leeds was opened by Mr. Herbert Read on October r3th. At
the time of the first exhibition there was diversity of opinion about the wisdom
of showing the immature expressions of children in public galleries. Many
people felt very strongly that the importance of the natural expression
encouraged by modern methods of teaching in schools was being over-stressed,
and that whilst such methods were generally approved and universally
accepted, we were in danger of propagating the idea that all art should aspire
to a condition of uncontrolled emotionalism. Furthermore that we were giving
the children represented a distorted idea of the importance of their accomplishments.
We were fortunate therefore in having as our opener so great an authority
on this subject as Mr. Read, whose observations, in his opening speech, help
us to see the significance of child art in reasonable perspective.
think I can say
Speaking on behalf of the Advisory Committee he said,
that we have only two objects in selecting these works; the first is to demonstrate the interest and artistic quality of art produced by children when
children are being themselves, that is to say, when they give their natural
modes of expression in plastic materials; and the second and perhaps more
important object is to suggest to parents and educationists that this freedom
a hitherto
of expression in children has importance in general education
neglected factor in the development of the personality of the child. I would
say that we go no further than that. We make no further claims. We present
these pictures for their intrinsic interest and for their educational significance.
"The misunderstandings
that have arisen are perhaps not surprising. It is
suggested that because we select these pictures, put them in frames, and

"I
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exhibit them with publicity, we think we have discovered a lot of child
prodigies, or that we are encouraging the belief that certain children are
'artistic'nd ought to become professional artists. And that is held to be
rather a dangerous thing to do to encourage these hundreds of children,
putting into their heads the idea that they might become successful Royal
Academicians.
"But on the contrary, our intention and our practice in selecting these pictures
has been to play down or even exclude the exceptional child who at a tender
age can ape adult standards in art. We believe that there is an art natural to
each stage of development in a child, and it is that 'naturalness'f expression
which we admire and select for exhibition. The problem changes, of course,
the child of fifteen or sixteen for the
as we approach the higher-age groups
child of that age has reached an adolescent stage of development and has a
different psychology. One can then legitimately apply what is called a vocational test, as we do in selecting the sixteen-year old child for the training
grant of 25o which the Sunday Pictorial awards."
Replying to a criticism of Mr. Wyndham Lewis, who described the new
teaching as "a conspiracy on the part of a few advocates of visual revolution
against reaction" and suggesting that the
to mobilize the Kindergarten
children were unduly influenced by the teachers, Mr. Read said, "All this is
simply not true. The paintings selected, as you will see from the catalogue,
come from all parts of the country, and from all types of schools. Is it really
credible
and here I refer to paintings reproduced in colour in the catalogueis it really credible that Mary Major, of Wigan, who painted Ma-ma, Da-da
and Ba-ba at the age of five, was inspired by Rouault or Matisse? Or that
Patricia Borland, of Selby, who painted A Bluebell N'ood in Spring at the age
of thirteen, was inspired by Bonnard or Dufy? The vast majority of these
children have never seen a modern picture. Some of their teachers are
undoubtedly aware of modern art, but I have not met many who are in any
sense zealots. I would even go so far as to say that the art-conscious tendentious teacher imagined by Wyndham Lewis would make a very poor teacher,
and would not produce the results you see on these walls. I have seen children'
art produced by such teachers children's paintings that ape Picasso and
Matisse, and they were bad, painfully bad. Such pictures the Selection
Committee always unanimously ousted.
"I am afraid Mr. Wyndham Lewis does not understand what a difficult and
delicate job is that of a teacher, more particularly a teacher of Art. A few
years ago in a foreword I wrote for another exhibition of children's art a
I defined, or tried to define, the function of the
small exhibition in London
teacher. I said:
He or she stands as a mediator between two worlds the world
and his or her whole
of the conscious and the world of the unconscious
duty is to bridge that gap, to construct subtle but unobserved channels of
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LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

DECEMBER 7
to
JANUARY 7

FIFTEEN CONTEMPORARY

BRITISH PAINTERS

An exhibition of 138 paintings, drawings and monotypes by fifteen
contemporary artists who represent the most advanced tendencies
in British art to-day. The painters, most of whom are under forty
years of age, are: Michael Ayrton, Francis Bacon, Robert
Colquhoun, John Craxton, Merlyn Evans, William Gear, Josef
Herman, Patrick Heron, Louis Le Brocquy, Robert MacBryde,
George Mayer-Marton, John Minton, Ceri Richards, Norman
Town, Keith Vaughan.

—

JANUARY 6
to
JANUARY 27
Central Court
JANUARY

13

to
JANUARY 31

DANISH ILLUSTRATORS OF TO-DAY

Includes examples of newspapers
original drawing and books.

and book illustration,

C.P.R.E.

as well as

Exhibition of paintings of the Lower Dales area by members
the Council for the Preservation of Rural England.

Picture of the Month
JANUARY

of

PIETER CASTEELS

Stil! Life from Boynton Hall

FEBRUARY

PHILIPS KONINCK

Distant View

of Haarlem from Harewood House

MARCH

FRANCIS COTES
Lady Stanhope and Lady Efjingham from Methley Hall

The Pictures of the Month shown in October and November were:
The Finch Family by Charles Philips from Wentworth Woodhouse;
Europa and the Bull by Luca Giordano from Hickleton Hall. The
painting by Casteels is being shown for two months.

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

SUNDAYS, 11-30 to 6-15

PERMANENT

COLLECTION

A selection of 18th, 19th and 20th century English and French
Paintings and also Paintings from:he Halifax Gift, a number of
which have been cleaned and restored.

Page r8

LENDAR
SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
JANUARY
to Jan. 22

Heeley Art Club

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Water Colours of York

York, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

to Feb. 3

West Riding Artists Exhibition

Wakefield, Art Gallery

January

Pictures of the Sea Shore and River Scenes

to Feb.

II

1

to Mar. 8

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Graves Old Masters

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Japanese Colour Prints

Jan. I to Jan. 28

Chinese Letter Papers (An Arts Council Exhibition)

Jan. 6 to Jan. 27

Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Aeply Replicas

Jan. 13 to Feb. 27

Eragny Prints

Jan. 20 to Feb. 10

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Scottish Art

Jan. 24 to Mar. 5

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

North West European Art

Jan. 24 to Mar. 8

FEBRUARY
Doncaster Art Club

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Maleham Bequest

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

York, Art Gallery

English and French Modern Paintings
from Burton Agnes

York, Art Gallery

Water Colours and Drawings of York Minster
from 17th century onwards

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery

Ethel Gabain,

R.B.A., R.O.I. (A.E.B.)

Feb. 3 to Mar. 4
Feb. 3 to Mar. 16
February

Feb.

to Feb. 18

5

Feb. 9 to Mar. 23

from the Permanent Collection
of the Arts Council

Feb. 14 to Feb. 28

Exhibition of Arts and Crafts (Organised by Civil
Service Council for Further Education)

Feb. 17 to Feb. 25

Lithographs

MARCH
Huddersfield,

New English Art Club

Art Gallery

History

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Water Colours and Drawings
by Thomas Rowlandson

Wakefield, Art Gallery

York, Art Gallery

of Lithography

Children's

Paintings (from York Schools)

Mar.

1

to Mar. 29

Mar.

1

to April 30

Mar. 3 to Mar. 26
March

Hull, Ferens Gallery

East Riding Artists

Mar. 10 to April 22

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Royal Academy

Mar. 17 to April 16

Page
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ST. JOHN the BAPTIST

GUIDO RENI

Oil on canvas 86 X 56)
GIVEN BY THE EARL OF HALIFAX 1948
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I cannot say how it is done. I only know that certain
communication.
teachers have this mediatorial gift, and that others lack it. I also observe
that the possession of the gift has no correspondence to the possession of
academic qualifications. Some of the best art teachers have had no training,
either as teachers or as artists. They may inspire their children by working
as an artist among artists, setting up an easel and painting in the studio
while the class is working (this is perhaps the best method of breaking down
the stubborn inhibitions of conventional children), but sometimes they do
not themselves paint or practice any art. What is important is a certain
into the creative
kind of personality, an ability to enter sympathetically
struggles of the growing mind of the child, and to guide it along its own line
of development. Possessing this gift, a teacher is never in danger of imposing
her own personality and style on the children. There are teachers, and
very good ones, who only succeed by passing on to the children their own
It is better than no style at all infinitely better
style and mannerisms.
than the frustration and atrophy which is the fate of most children. But
the best teacher produces as many styles as there are
agree, of course, that such teachers are producing a revolution in our
schools, and it is not merely a revolution in the art classes. It is a revolution
that is going to give us livelier, happier and more intelligent children, and
to liberate
that is the whole purpose of this movement and of this exhibition
children
vision
a new
and the
those mental energies which can give our
desire for a new and brighter world."
temperaments.'I
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CLEANED PICTURES FROM THE HALIFAX GIFT
During the last three months we have had on exhibition at Temple Newsam
a number of cleaned and partly-cleaned pictures. These were selected from
a large collection of paintings given by Lord Halifax in September 1948. All
the pictures given had been in store for a number of years. Many of them
were badly in need of repair, and practically all the others needed expert
attention before they could be properly seen and their identity established.
A selection of what appeared to be the more interesting canvasses was made
and the work of cleaning and restoration was started.
As was originally anticipated a few of the paintings proved to be works by
minor artists or mere copies. But in such an undertaking there is always the
Our first
possibility of an interesting "find," and we were not disappointed.
of
and
the Bull
on
a
Europa
large painting
"discovery" was a perfect signature
But
Giordano.
the
been
ascribed
to
Luca
painting was
which had rightly
blackened
varnish
under
the
there
and
completely transformed by cleaning,
first
brilliant
as
when
applied.
remained colour as
The large St. 3ohn the Baptist by Guido Reni responded readily to cleaning,
and though the blues in the sky (always the most fleeting colour) had largely
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Oil on canvas g2$
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I 948

decomposed, the picture has now a brilliance which was previously unsuspected.
It is interesting to note that an almost identical picture by the same artist,
which belongs to the Dulwich collection, has also been cleaned and now hangs
in the exhibition at Burlington House. It will eventually join the other Dulwich
pictures in Leeds and comparison can then be made between these two
powerful paintings which probably represent the finest work that Guido Reni
ever carried out.
Another painting which cleaning vastly improved was the Battle between
Nothing is known about
Knights at Shertogenbos signed Geraert Leckerbeenen.
In Bryan's
this fascinating painter, who was obviously a true primitive.
LeckerVincent
name
of
dictionary of painters there is an entry under the
He
appears
betjen who flourished about i6go and was a native of Antwerp.
to have spent most of his life in Rome, and at the castle of Vincennes in France
he painted four frescoes representing scenes in the battles of Alexander the

Great.

Phillipe Mercier's painting of john Phihps of Thorner at the age of 116, has also
been cleaned with highly satisfactory results. The same may also be said of
the small Landscape, which was found to bear the signature of Jan Wyck
(c. i649 —I702); two allegorical paintings by a i7th century Italian artist, not
yet identified; and some ?8th century French and English portraits.
Because of the interesting revelations of cleaning to students some of the
paintings were shown in an unfinished state. The Landscape with a Lake which
had been attributed to Gerard Edema was perhaps the most interesting of
these because it slowed clearly how the picture had been overpainted at
different times. What in the i7th century had been two figures and a dog
walking, was overpainted with a bit of i8th century landscape, and at a later
date a boat and fisherman had been superimposed. After partial cleaning all
these pentimenti showed very clearly.
The exhibition was chiefly of interest to students but it contained many
fine paintings which are now very worthy additions to our collections. Still
more pictures from this collection are to be cleaned and restored and it is
likely that there will be more interesting discoveries.
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FIFTEEN CONTEMPORARY

PAINTERS

An exhibition which, at the time of writing, is creating widespread interest
and a great amount of controversy, is the one devoted to the works of fifteen
contemporary British artists at the City Art Gallery. Most of the artists
represented are of a generation which now provides the avant-garde of painting
in this country.
In most cases these artists obviously reveal their stylistic
ancestry, but even their artistic forebears still wear the label "modern". These
younger artists have developed highly personal methods of expression which
most people find difficult to accept, and many all too readily condemn.
All the artists are well known in London, where most of their exhibitions
have been held, but some have already established international reputations,
and in some instances their work is better known in America and on the
Continent than in the provinces here. This is mainly due to the reluctance of
many public authorities in this country to risk the inevitable adverse criticism
aroused by any form of art which does not conform to an accepted tradition.
The public art gallery is the medium through which people can be made
aware of what goes on in the world of art, and if it is to justify itself as an
educational force it must be prepared to accept all aspects of art without
prejudice. Although we have had many "advanced" exhibitions in Leeds this
is the first time that these artists have been adequately shown. The exhibition
is a tardy acknowledgment
of a group of painters, all of whom have made
national reputation in the world of pictorial art.
contributions
to
our
worthy
The idea of holding the exhibition originated with a criticism that we had
failed to recognize most of our younger contemporaries, and had not acquired
works by them for our permanent collection. It was suggested that some of the
accumulated money in the Leeds Art Collections Fund might be spent on
acquiring such works, as the fund existed partly to encourage living artists.
The fifteen painters were chosen by the committee of the Leeds Art
Collections Fund, not because of any similarity of style or outlook, but rather
as random suggestions from individual members. The only qualification for
inclusion was that none of the artists was at present represented in the
permanent collection.
Such a selection obviously tended towards an exhibition made up of a great
variety of styles, and this is indeed true, but there is a unifying quality which
can only be described as "the contemporary spirit". This quality, which
permeates the whole exhibition, is beyond description. It is an emotional
experience that one feels and which belongs essentially to the present time.
It was this aspect of the exhibition with which Mr. W. T. Oliver dealt when
he made the opening speech. He went so far as to say that most of these
artists gave expression to the fear and uncertainty which characterizes the
world to-day. In certain instances this is literally true for who could escape
the feeling of fear, mistrust and potential cruelty in the canvasses of Francis
paSe a5
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Bacon. Repulsive maybe, but how effectively he has portrayed the sinister
aspect of latent violence, secretiveness and fearful anticipation which is

unfortunately so characteristic of our age.
The question always arises, as it has done so frequently during this exhibition,
should the artist concern himself with these ideas, should he not rather turn
his thoughts and abilities to the creation of pleasant things? The answer to
this question is written throughout the whole history of art. The true artist
can never escape from his environment, and always expresses the characteristics
of the age in which he lives. But this is not simply a matter of unshat he portrays,
the spirit of place and time are evident more in the manner of the painting
than in the subject. When we look at the painting of a i 7th century Dutch
artist it is not the subject matter of the picture which describes the period, so
much as the actual way in which the paint is used the colour rich, warm,
heavy and earthy; the design usually inelegant and robust; and a certainty
and bravura in the application of the paint; qualities so adequately describing
the satisfied assurance and rather vulgar optimism of the age. At no time can
the real artist get away from his environment, and no matter what he portrays,
the prevailing spirit of the time is unconsciously expressed.
Iri the paintings of Bacon one feels that there is a conscious desire to describe
the prevalent uncertainty and fear, but one senses the unconscious expression
of it in all the other paintings in the exhibition. Ceri Richards and Patrick
Heron devote themselves to much pleasanter subjects, and at times achieve
a superficial gaiety of colour and design, but in all of them there is a feeling
of tentativeness and instability.
Even in the realistic landscapes of Mayer-Marton there is a rather sinister
quality of form and colour, and it is even more obvious in the abstract
compositions of William Gear.
The more descriptive paintings of Michael Ayrton, Josef Hermann, Keith
Vaughan and Norman Town are rarely concerned with pleasant subjects.
The lurid colours of Herman's scenes in a mining village; the feeling of
discomfort and danger in Town's studies of miners; the physical deformities
of Ayrton's figures; and the mechanized humans in the canvasses of Vaughan;
are all forms of expression which belong essentially to this period in time.
The direct influence of Cubism is still very obvious in the paintings of
MacBryde and Colquhoun who seek to resolve their visual experiences into
simple, clearly defined patterns. Surrealism, as a movement, is almost dead,
but its effects still remain and are most noticeable in the works of Merlyn Evans.
This exhibition, though perhaps not easily acceptable to most people, is
profoundly interesting as a reflection of our age. Perhaps we do not wish to
our spiritual and social
face the mirror which reveals so uncompromisingly
infirmities. But this does not relieve us of a duty to conserve those works of
art which, pleasant or unpleasant, most adequately and truthfully reflect the
fundamental characteristics of our time.

—
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CoccoRANTE

Leonardo

Coccorante

SOME "ROMAN RUIN" PAINTINGS AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
WILLIAM WELLS

The main purpose of this article is to draw attention to the painting reproduced on the previous page which was bought for Temple Newsam House at
the Hickleton Hall sale in I947 and has recently been recognized by Mr.
John Fleming as the work of a Neapolitan painter, Leonardo Coccorante.
This attribution is convincingly supported by the photographs of two other
paintings by Coccorante sent me by Mr. Fleming and also reproduced here.
It will be seen at once that between all three paintings there is a striking
similarity of architectural forms. The fountain, for example, appears in each
of the three paintings in various stages of dilapidation. In all of them there
is a certain exciting, visionary quality, an imaginative grandeur of conception,
characteristics which we do not expect to find in works of art dating, as these
works presumably do, from the second quarter of the I8th century.
Little appears to be known about Coccorante or so one surmises from the
f'ew works of reference available.
There is no mention of him in Bryan's
dictionary of painters. The new edition of Benezit devotes three lines to him,
and from these one gathers that he was active in Naples in the I8th century,
that he was the pupil of Orizzonte, that he was employed at the court of the
first Bourbon king of Naples (Charles VII, later Charles III of Spain) and
that there are two "landscapes" (passages) by him in the Naples museum.
For further information we have to go to the I8th century source book written
by Onofrio Giannone on the lives of the Neapolitan painters (republished in
Naples in I94I). According to Giannone, Coccorante was employed in a
prison as jailer's assistant and was taught his craft by a Sicilian painter of
architectural subjects from Palermo who had been imprisoned for burglary,
Angelo Maria Costa. Giannone does not seem to have held a very high
opinion of Coccorante whose defective drawing he considers to have been
Although he did not rival
disguised by the "vague tints" of his painting.
"did
many paintings which charmed the
Costa, he gained a reputation and
eyes of those who were not too discriminating."
Like so many I8th century paintings showing Roman or quasi-Roman ruins,
this painting from Hickleton Hall was previously attributed to Pannini (I69I/2—
I 764), who in the eyes of an un-critical posterity has been credited with a
monopoly of this type of work, examples of which are to be found in most of
the larger English country houses where they bear witness to the conscientious
zeal of our ancestors who presumably brought them home as "souvenirs" of
PrIg~
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the grand tour.

I'annini is represented at Temple Newsam by only one work,
capriccio, in which, as this name implies, various Roman
monuments are capriciously grouped together without reference to topography,
a form of wit which doubtless appealed to those travellers for whom these
remains had become perhaps a trifle tedious. Seen together in new and odd
relationships they may have regained something of their enchantment.
As in
a day-dream the footsore traveller could enjoy the fruits of travel without any
of the discomforts. This cheerful mingling of fancy and realism evokes a mood
completely alien to that evoked by the Hickleton Hall painting in which there
is more than a hint of tragedy and foreboding.
These gaunt relics of past
magnificence, these dead bones of antiquity, have been raised for a moment
to confront us with the solemn intensity of a memento mori before being mingled
again in the dust of time. It is a mood familiar to readers of Sir Thomas Browne.
At Temple Newsam there are several pictures which remind us of the
changing significance of ruins in the art of the i 7th and i8th centuries. There
is, for example, the Classical Landscape of John Wootton lent by Captain V.
M. Wombwell and now hanging in the Long Gallery. This picture belongs
to the year 1 735 but in mood and composition it derives from Claude Lorrain
who was almost the first painter to depict these fragmentary remains of Roman
building as objects of romantic and picturesque interest.
It represents, of
course, a tradition of far-reaching importance not only in the art of English
landscape painting but in that of English landscape architecture in which
artificial ruins are frequently introduced in emulation of Claude. A very
similar use of ruins was made by Salvator Rosa in landscapes conceived in
a wildly romantic mood which was even exaggerated by his followers in the
i8th century as the twenty paintings at Temple Newsam attributed to the
studio of Marco Ricci show. Unlike Poussin, who always attempted to make
his Roman remains conform with such standards of archaeological correctness
as were available in his day, neither Claude nor Rosa were concerned with
the archaeological aspect of ruins. Towards the middle of the i8th century
there was a very considerable revival of interest in first Roman and then in
Greek remains, and the consequent archaeological activity in which various
Englishmen in Rome and elsewhere played a prominent part, is to some extent
reflected in the paintings of Pannini and his contemporaries.
In these paintings
ruins are not merely elements in a landscape but objects of decorative appeal
in their own right and landscape and figures play a very subordinate part.
The architectural fantasy in one of the overmantels in the Long Gallery at
Temple Newsam, formerly attributed to Pannini but now known to be the
work of one of his pupils, Antonio Ioli, combines Roman and Venetian gothic
ruins in a single architectural unit. This panel and its companion showing
St. Peter and the Castel S. Angelo in the other overmantel were probably
carried out from engravings for the 7th Viscount Irwin about i 744 soon after
Ioli's arrival in England where he was chiefly employed as a painter of

a fairly typical
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inclined to compare these sombre visions with the recently acquired painting
by Paul Nash called The Circle of the Monoliths. Coccorante's feeling for Roman
remains was perhaps not unlike that of Nash for those of prehistoric Britain.
But while Nash creates a remote and uninhabited world, Coccorante's ruins
are inhabited by ordinary persons going about their daily tasks, with the result
that there is an almost surrealist inter-penetration of reality and dream. One
is reminded of Ruskin's words in Praeterita describing his first visit to Naples:
knew from the first moment when my foot furrowed volcanic ashes, that
no mountain form or colour could exist in perfection when everything was
made of scoria, and that blue sea was to be little boasted if it broke on black
In the same literal way in which the snows and Alpine roses of
Lauterbrunnen were visible Paradise, here, in the valley of ashes and threat
of lava, were visible Hell."
It would be a mistake, however, to over-estimate Coccorante's originality
or importance. He was only one of many painters working in a tradition
having its source at least as early as the second half of the i6th century, to say
nothing of the numerous quattrocento paintings with ruins in the background.
The origins of the genre are obscure. Probably the first intention was
but later artists began to work from memory. In the iyth
representational
century there was quite a number of Dutch and Flemish, as well as Italian,
artists working on imaginary views of this kind. The second half of the century
saw the publication of the first drawings of Roman antiquities based on
accurate measurements (Edifices de Rome by Antoine Desgodetz, i68a) and as
in the i 8th century the works of archaeology and the works of fantasy probably
reflect a shared fascination.
The Italian school of Roman ruin painters was an offshoot of the school of
architectural and perspective painters such as the fantastic Neapolitan painter,
Monsu Desiderio, whose earliest known work is dated i6iy. In the i7th
century there were two main centres of Roman ruin painting, Naples, and
Milan, where Giovanni Ghisolfi, the most renowned of all the ruin painters
before Pannini, was active. In the early i8th century most of the larger
In Naples, beside Coccorante and Angelo
centres had their representatives.
for
Milan after his release from prison, there
Maria Costa, who left Naples
Greco (i663—i7i4), for example, who
Gennaro
were several other painters.
of a church, specialized in the
from
the
scaffolding
fall
died as the result of a
Costa's
unlike
those
of Greco or Coccorante,
paintings,
gruesome and eerie.
Pannini
and even more so
those
of
forestall
in
this
way
are rather serene and
those of Ioli.
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